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Nine Faculty Members Join GSWC Staff Fall Quarter

Mr. R. S. Aubrey

When GSWC quarter September 25, the faculty members were here in the school. They are Mr. R. Aubrey, Robert E. Aubrey, and Miss Aubrey, who has been appointed assistant principal. The three women have attended the school for the past three years.
Martin Writes About...\[\text{Exaggeration is a terrible thing to do, but this week I can exaggerate just for fun.}\]

This is a morals opinion of her first novel. 6. S. W. C.Quickly suggested to us...

I left home with a bump in my neck and a lot of other things and busied myself to the best of my ability to Valdosta, it seemed to choke a bit on my way back. Double's donkey chin got stuck, and we had to get a doctor. But I found the fall had been a bit of my head. I had...doodled around my toothpick and had just to have a fun time. "Rutting" was popular, making me a pretty man for the graveyard, which I understand is located conveniently near the college for...and I thought I was looking at a dog.

But the funny thing that struck me was that the upperclassmen who met me thought I was normal! They didn't seem to think that my voice was squeezed or anything, and then I felt a bit out of place.

Graciously, they braced themselves and got used to my voice, and I found out that women in vitamins are less popular. I met one who knew that certainly I had plenty of friends.

Freshmen are more poised than the seniors. By the way, one knows that certainly you have plenty of friends. It will be quite a temptation to sleep late on Sunday mornings instead of going to church, to see and hear Clyde Logan give the jive. All reports seem to indicate a long time.

It is a known fact that you get more mail than all the other classes put together, but I couldn't resist the temptation to write you a note via the pages of the CANOPY.

This time, you have unpacked your trunk, and you and the roommate are fast becoming good friends. Your classes seem new and interesting, and you all set for a great year.

You may find it a bit hard at first to remember all the names and regulations and they may seem perplexing, but try to think of the other side of the matter—suppose we had no government at all. What would happen? What would do fit justice to the English asylum? Bedlam. Your student government protects that, and in addition, provides many pleasures that help to make you feel at home on the campus. Give it your loyal support.

It will be quite a temptation to sleep late on Sunday mornings instead of going to church, to forget Morning Watch and dash back to your rooms, just a few minutes before that first class, but remember this—God has a definite place in your college life.

Classes will simply tire you out and it requires a lot of energy to drag yourself down to the sports field field for an hour of hard play in the afternoons. So what? If you're tired out mentally, you need a break for that, and in addition, provides many pleasures that help to make you feel at home on the campus. Give it your loyal support.

In the first edition of the CAMPUS CANOPY it is customary to greet the freshman class with a few good wishes for their bright new years. In order to conform with tradition I likewise extend my best wishes and hearty greetings. In this year...In the Freshman Class it's no wonder.

Rather than select just two girls for this honor, we have selected all the girls of the Freshman Class that you must get to know. These are the girls on the campus, who are really upperclassmen, and the college just as you must know them. We hope that you will get to know them all soon, and that you will be unable to completely cover the campus.

In Ashley Hall where those vivacious sophomores live you'll find lots of bright, pretty faces. As soon as class president, you can look for Betty Rice, who is to be theTable..."apologies are of course unavoidable.

We are proud of our college and its traditions. Let us make a point to set such a way that others may want to follow, and to be of service to others, as we have been served. We are of the opinion that you cannot be too...
Forrester Names Canopy Staff

“Why don’t I resign and let the capable freshmen take over?” said Pat Forrester when she named the new Canopy officers. The freshmen who have signed a yearlong year to join the Canopy staff, the four editors show excellent training for future work during their high school years.

Members of the new staff and their positions are Pat Forrester, Editor; Annette Massey and Doris King, News Editors; Dorothy Glenn and Barbara Bell, Make-up Editors; Edith Collins, Managing Editor; Helen Mitchell, Feature Editor, and Henrietta Turver, Sports Editor. Columnists for this quarter are Satellite, John E. Beal, Jean Land, Sarah Tyson, and Helen Davis.

The reporters staff is to be composed of Beth Middleton, Louise Reynolds, Alice Jane Dancer, Alice Tyner, Helen Downs, Sarah Haird, Harriette McCollum, Dikko Saygood, Kiki Booth, Sara Booth, Gladys Thymes, Ethel Moore, Dorothy Davis, Helen McCord, Catherine Phillips, and Julia Rollers.

B. J. Remson, Lynette Robinson, Ruth C. Wood, Elizabeth Tate, Katherine Cotton, Betty Jean Land, Sarah Tyson, and Jean Willis were named to the feature staff.

Balsam Penland, and Clarence Carson who head the co-op business, and Advertising Manager and Advertising Management for the advertising staff: Bob Lott, Mr. King, Vincent F. Turkish, Louise Reynolds, Lee Mary Mitchell, June Sear, Anne Stevens, Katherine Cotton, Doris Gibbs, and Elizabeth Hill.

Freshmen Think ‘Girl Breaks’ Fun

BY JEAN LAND

There they were, standing all in a row and waiting for the word. The men and women all in a daze. The dance was swell, but that wasn’t the only thing that happened. There were plenty of memories of last summer when she was still reminiscing about fond memories of last summer when she was. At least, he had a grand time, but give us some of those men, to express an honest opinion. That blond with the blue eyes, write home to Mother to hiding them there. Didn’t it ever seem to you that you were not only social, but scholastic as well? Holiday parties were just a blur when one thought about the fine faculty we have here. So I said, I always wanted to be a full-fledged member of the Telephone, a snapshot, worn by the faculty members, and for the first time it will be kept by the faculty members.

On this calendar will be all the important dates of the college year—social, not only social, but scholastic as well. Holiday parties will be just a blur when you think about the fine faculty we have here. So I said, I always wanted to be a full-fledged member of the Telephone, a snapshot, worn by the faculty members, and for the first time it will be kept by the faculty members.

The staff of the Campus Canopy has assumed its duties and that is where the rub comes in. If I were to write my mother and say I was crazy drunk, or lying. Somewhere in the year one has to appear in a daze. The dance was swell, but that wasn’t the only thing that happened. There were plenty of memories of last summer when she was still reminiscing about fond memories of last summer when she was. At least, he had a grand time, but give us some of those men, to express an honest opinion. That blond with the blue eyes, write home to Mother to hiding them there.
I COVER THE SPORTS...

By H. TARVER

Welcome Freshmen
You Can Find
Everything in Clothes
Everything for Your Room
at the
Famous Store
ASHLEY STREET
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Sports Club Has a Place for All Girls

The Sports Club is one of the most
active clubs on campus and one in
which not only new students but also the
freshmen of the older classes participate.
It is divided into two associations,
the women's and the men's. Although
we do not play other schools in Match Games, we have a varied system of intercollegiate sports.

The rivalry between the two teams is quite
a bit in evidence when you consider the
fact that the girls' Association must
come to terms with the varsity, and the
boys' Association must face off against
the varsity. The Sports Club is open to
any person on our campus, and when you
signify your intention to become a member, you will receive a bid from one of the associations. Flicks for freshmen and transfers will be given out Saturday morning to those who do wish to become members of the club.
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